THE DANGERS OF
NEGATIVE VOLITION
This doctrine explains how and why, a carnal and reversionistic believer refuses to give his
precious time and concentrate on Bible doctrine - but instead focus on himself. The
reversionistic people always over think about himself – exalting himself above the others
this is called illusions or daydreaming. Negative volition is a condition of the soul, unseen by
human eyes but discernable by the power of the Holy Spirit. Some may not openly reject
the truth but are negative because they think only in terms of self –that is, their old sinful
nature.
Satan can lure the growing believer into arrogance or hatred complexes so that they can
attain cosmic strength instead of spiritual strength. Cosmic strength cannot sustain anybody
for it has nothing except pseudo –strength. The believer will become entangled in selfrighteousness-bounded in hatred thrown into the pit of rebellion. The believer will become
hypersensitive to suffering, subjectivity, vacillating, and demanding time or attention from
others, always seeking sympathy and approbation.
You alone can convert negative volition into positive volition, in the same way; you alone
can convert negative volition into temptation and temptation into sin. No amount of
counseling can help, no amount of advice will avail, and no amount of encouragement can
change the situation. Only your volition has the key to change the course of history.
As a believer, you sustain your spiritual advancement through daily decisions to learn and
apply Bible doctrine. You manifest the Bible doctrine resident in your soul through spiritual
growth and advancement toward maturity.
In opposition to God’s plan, Satan uses and administers his own power system (the cosmic
system) to prevent, divert, impede or reverse our spiritual growth and momentum. Of
course, God allows Satan intervention because He saw our respond toward satanic
viewpoint before the creation the world.
What happened and what is happening is included in the divine decree. The foreknowledge
of God determined what is going to occur based on human free will or volition. Each believer
must decide to exercise his positive volition in applying Bible doctrine. We use our volition
to get out of the divine sphere and we us our volition to stay for good.
Since volition is the guardian of the soul, we must decide not to allow the inside double
agent (the OSN) to take control of the soul. As an essential part of giving mankind free will,
God allows human volition enough free leashes to be genuinely free. At any time, a
generation can respond with positive volition to the Gospel and Bible doctrine –heading off
national catastrophe. The only factor that stands between the Philippines (or any nation)
and maximum divine discipline is the positive volition of genuine believers.

God will bless any nation only if there is strong pivot of mature believers to be recipients of
His super- grace blessing in time. Blessing is more difficult for God to bestow when the
believer’s volition is involved, but that is exactly what God has achieved by creating the
divine protocol plan.
The believer with positive volition gains strength by using Bible doctrine and by exercising
his own soul by inculcating the very thinking pattern of Christ’s humanity in the midst of
underserved sufferings and using God’s resources in solving human problems [1 Corinthians
2:16].

